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foutmaken.nl He said: "You expect to stop in a few seconds, without necessarily having to stop on the motorway, but then you
are confronted by a vehicle that is stopped, completely blocking the highway, both sides of the road, for an unknown period of
time, in an area where one would have expected to find enough space for the traffic to be allowed to flow through."But the UK's
top motoring and traffic authorities insist motorists need to plan for any potential delays, even if the incident is not an accident,
and to be prepared for long stretches of tailbacks.The AA said motorists are risking money as well as their safety by not
properly planning journeys."Drivers must be sure they have planned the right routes into and out of their destinations to avoid
spending longer in traffic than is absolutely necessary," said AA president Edmund King.He said: "If you are going to travel
during peak times, having researched where the traffic and congestion is, and knowing what to expect from the journey is vital
to having a safe and enjoyable time."The RAC said motorway delays are the biggest threat to people travelling during busy
hours.It says in the lead up to peak periods, research into journey times and congestion should be a priority, and motorists
should aim to avoid the most congested and poorly signposted routes if possible.It also said people should be aware that
tailbacks can start long before an accident.It says: "Although some tailbacks can be predicted by a steady flow of vehicles before
an incident occurs, longer delays are more likely to occur when emergency vehicles, roadworks or localised congestion coincide
with a peak time of travel.“Our work will never be complete, because each day new details emerge about what happened inside
that black box.” — Adm. John Ring, USN Monday, May 19, 2019 Capt. Michael P. Murphy died in Afghanistan last month. By
Chuck Wood YourNewsNow.com Michael P. Murphy, a decorated naval aviator who died last month in Afghanistan, had “an
active duty navy career of more than 30 years,” according to the Pentagon. His “willingness to fight was rooted in his love of
flying and service to his country,” according to his obituary in the San Diego Union Tribune. “My day was not complete without
my first flight over the Pacific,�
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